Shapley value decomposition
Now we turn from the explanation of wealth levels of household to the explanation of wealth inequality
levels in individual countries by applying the Shapley value approach to inequality decomposition. Figure 1
presents the decomposition results for net household wealth. First we see that the Gini index calculated
from the predicted values of the wealth generating function is somewhat higher to the one based on the
original wealth data on households. In the case of France wealth inequality is overestimated by about 10%,
for Poland by about 35%. Looking into the detailed results for net wealth by quantiles, we can detect that
the highest relative differences between predicted and original values are between the 40th and 60th
percentile for most countries. Here we tend to underestimate the levels of net wealth. Thus the crosscountry comparisons of absolute contributions of explanatory variables to the Gini coefficient have to be
interpreted with care, while the comparison of the shares in the explained (calculated) inequality (see
Figure2) is less problematic.
Figure 1
Shapley value decomposition - net wealth
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Source: HFCS 2014 - UDB 2.0, wiiw calculations.

From the explanation of the methodology above one can derive that the extent to which an explanatory
factor or variable contributes to the Gini coefficient depends, first, on the dispersion of wealth between the
household subgroups being defined by the characteristics described by the variables and, second, on the
shares of the subgroups in the total population. In our case in order to keep the computing time of the
Shapley value analysis tolerable we collapsed the effects of the individual types of bequests and gifts and
the effect of expected inheritance to the explanatory factor inheritance and gifts; the factor household age
includes the variables household age and household age2; household structure includes the effect of both
the variables number of adults and number of children and the explanatory factor marital status comprises
the effect of all three dummy variables for single, widowed and divorced reference persons of households.
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In the case of the decomposition of net wealth we can observe that for the countries analysed on average
almost 47% of the wealth inequality can be explained by the variation of gross income and acquired
bequests and gifts (see Figure 2). Thus the differences in the accumulation of wealth are also significantly
driven by the variations in household characteristics. However, the results differ strongly between
countries. In the majority of countries and particularly those with the highest levels of inequality of net
wealth the inequality of inheritances is the most important driver of overall wealth dispersion. In Germany
and Austria (see Figure 1) more or almost 0.3 of the Gini index stems therefrom. However, in relative terms
(as a share of the overall explained inequality) also in the case of Portugal, France, Spain and Poland, the
latter country featuring the lowest level of dispersion in net wealth, more than 30% of the Gini coefficient
can be explained by the inequality of inheritances. In the rest of the countries analysed, inheritances explain
between 20% and 25% of the Gini index.
A noticeable divergence between Austria, Belgium and Luxembourg on the one hand and all other countries
analysed can be observed in the case of the contribution of household gross income. In Austria household
income explains even 35% of the inequality level, in both Belgium and Luxembourg 26%. The average
contribution for all other EU members analysed amounts to only 11%.
Figure 2
Shapley value decompositon - net wealth
contribution of groups of explanatory variables to explained inequality, in %
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Smaller differences can be detected according to the contributions of the average education level of
households. In general the relative contributions fit well to the differences in dispersion of household
education levels across countries. Within the European Union, Portugal features the highest level of
inequality in educational attainment rates (see e.g. Leitner and Stehrer, 2014), while particularly low
dispersion according to this characteristic is to be found in Austria. Also the ranking of the other countries
in the Shapley decomposition corresponds with the one according to educational inequality between
households, with the exception two countries. In Portugal, Poland and Italy the dispersion in education
explains somewhat above 20% of the Gini index, in France, Belgium and Spain between 15% and 18%, in
Austria only 10%. Luxembourg and Germany are exceptions concerning the contributions of household
education. In the former it is with only 4% surprisingly low, while in latter with 20% rather high, although
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the dispersion of average household education levels is very low in Germany. That means that in
Luxembourg households with relative low educational background possess relatively high levels of net
wealth and vice versa, while in Germany the distribution of average household education levels overlaps
very well with the distribution of net wealth values among households.
In the case of the average age of the household members, one can see that the contribution to total
inequality does not only depend on the conditional effect age has according to the regression analysis on
wealth levels. Also the differences between countries in the actual age structure of the population and thus
the relative size of the age groups influence the decomposition results. In France and Spain the contribution
of age is quite high, adding between 25% and 30% to the Gini index, while in Luxembourg and Italy it is still
above 20%. In all other countries variation by average age of adult household members is contributing less
strongly to overall wealth inequality, between 12% and 17%. As we could already expect from the
underlying regression analysis, net wealth does not significantly differ conditional on all other explanatory
variables between households of different size in Austria and Portugal. Hence, the size of the contribution
amounts to 2.9% and 3.6% in those two countries. In Poland, France, Germany and Luxembourg differences
in the structure of households are more important in explaining wealth inequality, the contribution ranges
between 10% and 15% of the explained inequality. Wealth differences due to the marital status of the
reference person are relatively low in Italy, Austria and Germany (ranging between 4% and 5%). In all other
countries the contribution ranges between 7% and 10%.
A subsequent step in the analysis is the decomposition of the gross wealth of households. A glance at Figure
A.1 in the appendix shows that the results look quite similar to the decomposition of net wealth. However,
our wealth generating functions stemming from the regressions by country presented in Table A.1 in the
appendix lead to a better estimation of inequality in household gross wealth compared to net wealth in all
countries analysed. The detailed results of the Shapley decomposition are presented in Figure A.1 in the
appendix and the contribution of groups of explanatory variables to explained inequality in Figure A.2
thereafter. They will not be discussed in detail here. However, described in brief the outcome of the Shapley
decomposition of gross wealth inequality is very similar to those with respect to household net wealth.
However, inheritance is on average still the most important factor explaining wealth inequality, while the
significance of household income and household education level both increase considerably (see Table A.2).
Simultaneously, the impact of the average age of adult household members declines. Taken together these
changes show that households with higher incomes tend to take up credit during the working ages to invest.
Thus gross wealth is less skewed by age, but more by income.
The importance of marital status and household structure remains almost unchanged.

Comparison of results based on HFCS 2014 with HFCS 2010 outcome
In a previous paper (Leitner, 2016) the Shapley value approach to decomposition was already applied
on wealth inequality drawing on data from the first wave of the Household finance and consumption
survey (HFCS 2010). Thus we can test the robustness of the results, comparing the outcome in the case
of those countries that were analysed both in the previous paper and in this one. In the appendix we
replicate the results of Leitner (2016) for those countries being analysed also in this paper (Austria,
Belgium, Germany, Spain, Luxembourg and Portugal) for the decomposition of inequality in household
net wealth. Comparing the figures in Table A.2 with our descriptive statistics based on HFCS 2014 in
Table 1 above, we can see that most countries chose to increase the sample size, which should enhance
the accuracy of the results. The share of households having inherited or received a substantial gift in
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